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The Technijet approach to wash

technology has always been to go that

one step further - ensuring that our

customers buy into the most

innovative systems, which not only

deliver performance and quality but

also provide the very best solutions

cost effectively.

Our designers and engineers work as

a dedicated team, researching and

developing fresh, creative concepts to

make sure that a Technijet installation

provides the very best solution for our

customers.

And it doesn’t stop there. Ensuring the

quality of our systems and machines is

of absolute importance to us.We only

use the very best materials and

components and once installed a

Technijet system will give exemplary

service, backed by our team of

engineers and service personnel.
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Flat screen wash

Technijet flat screen wash
systems are designed to suit the
individual requirements of today’s
industry for the effective washing
and cleaning of flat screens.

Available for both water and
solvent based systems with
manual or fully automatic
operation cleaning is effective
and guaranteed.

The unique nozzle design offers
the highest quality of cleaning
available on today’s market
allowing screen blockages to be
removed easily without causing
damage or distortion to the
screen.

Inset picture

4.5mx2.0m Flat screen wash
Water based system
Single screen operation

* Solvent

* Water

* Manual

* Automatic



Initial concept design
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Initial concept and budget approved by customer



Project pictures / final machine

Screen entry into wash chamber No 1

Front RH View, covers removed

Front LH View, covers removed



Control area

Pumps

Blowers

Electrical



Internal Wash Area

Screen in washing and
dying position
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